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An ordinary graph G will be called panarboreal if it contains all possible trees,
i.e. if, for every tree 7 with ly(Ol=lv(G)|, G has a subgraph which is
isomorphic to T. We derive sufficient conditions for a graph G to be
panarboreal in terms of A(G) and 6(G).
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1. Introduction
An ordinary graph G will be called panarboreal if.it contains all possible trees,
i.e. if, for every tree T with lVg)l: ly(G)|, G has a subgraph which is
isomorphic to T. It is comparatively easy to prove that every graph of order n
and size at least G)-{nl2}*1is panarboreal [4] and that no graph of order n
and size less than i(n- 1)logr? is panarboreal [1]. The following noteworthy
result of Chung and Graham shows that there exist quite sparse graphs which are

panarboreal [2].
Trm,onnrr (Chung and Graham). There exists a graph of ord.er n and size at most
is panarboreal.

(Sllog4)nlogn* O(n) which

It is desirable to have sharp conditions in terms of the degree sequence which
insure that a graph is panarboreal. In this vein, we shall consider certain
conditions which are expressed in terms of the maximum degree A(G) and the
minimum degree 6(G). Our main results are summarized in the following
theorems.

t

THponpu 1. Let G be a graph of order n which satisfies A(G): n - l. Then
G is panarboreal under any of the following conditions: (i) 6(G)>n-2, (ii)
n>5 and 6(G)> n-3, (iii) n>8 and 5(G)= n-4. Furthennore, the conditions on n giuen in (ii) and (iii) cannot be weakened.
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2. Withk>3 andn>(3k - 6Xk -l)+2,let Gbe agraphof order
n which satisfies A(G): n-l and 6(G)> n-k. Then G is palarboreal.
THBoneu

2. Terminology and notation
For the most part, our terminology and notation will conform to that used in
the well-known book of Harary [5]. All graphs considered in this paper will be
ordinary graphs, i.e. finite, undirected graphs, without loops or multiple edges.
Our basic notation is summarized as follows. The vertex set and ihe edge set of a
graph G will be denoted by V(G) and E(G), respectively. Vertices u and o are
said to be adjacent if the edge {u, u} belongs to E(G). The neighborhood of rs in
the graph G is denoted N6(u) and the degree of u is denoted deg (u). The
symbols A(G) and 5(G) denote, respectively, the maximum and the minimum
degree of all the vertices of G.
The statement "G contains Il" means that there exists an isomorphic
embedding of If into G, i.e. there exists a one-to-one map o: V(H)--+ V(G)
such that {o(u),o(u)}e E(G) whenever {u,o}eE(H). Thus, the statement
that G is panarboreal means that for every tree T with IVQ)l: lV(G)1, there
exists a map a: V(T)--+ V(G) which is an embedding of 7 into G. Given a map
6: Y--> Z ard X e Y, the set {d(r)l x eX} will be denoted 6tX).
A vertex of degree one is called an end-uertex and an edge {u, o} is called a
pendant edge if either u or u is an end-vertex. A set of mutually non-adjacent
pendant edges will be called a set of hairs. If a graph G contains a vertex which is
adjacent to k end-vertices, then we shall say that G has a talon of degree k. An
elementary subdiuision of G is obtained by the deletion of an edge {u, u} and the
addition of a vertex w and the edges {u,w} and {u,wl.

3. Results
The study of panarboreal graphs can be placed in the following general
setting. Let n be fixed and consider the class 9" consisting of all those graphs
which contain all trees of order n. Our main concern is just with those graphs in

9"

which are of order n. However, we have found that it is helpful to have
certain results about 9" in general. In a recent paper [3], Chvftal has noted the
following result, which he aptly describes as being part of the graph-theoretical
folklore. If G is any graph which satisfies 5(G) 2 a - l, then G € 9,. Actually,
somewhat more can be said in that, for a specified tree T of order n and a graph
G satisfying 6(G) > n - l, there is considerable freedom available in the
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construction of an embedding of T into G. With k
of order k - 1 and k respectively, with

V(T*-r)

:

{ur, ur,' ' ',

tt*-rl,

3 n"let Tr-r and Ir

V(T*):

be trees

{ur, ttr, ' ' ', url.

i = k - 1, T* is obtained from Tr-, by the
addition of the edge {ui, uo}. Suppose that r: V(Ty-,)-+ V(G) is an embedding

and where, for some

i

satisfying 1=

of Tt-, into G. Consider the neighborhood of, r(u1) in G. From the fact that
5(G) > n - I it follows that there is a vertex u which is in the neighborhood of
t(u;) but not in the range of r. Now we may extend r to o by setting o(u*): o
a1,d o = r otherwise. We thus obtain o: V(T*)--+ V(G) which is an embedding
of Tt into G. Repeated application of this extension procedure leads to the
following result.

1.

I-et T be a tree of order n and let T' be any of its subtrees. Let G be a
6(G)= n-t and suppose that r: V(T')-->V(G) is an
embedding of T inn G. Then r extends to o: V(T)--+ V(G), where o is an
embedd.ing of T into G. In particular, gioen any two aertices u e V(TJ and
o e V(G), we rnay construct o: V(T)-'+ V(G) which is an embedding of T into
Lnr'ovra

graph which satisfres

G and which satisfies

c(u):

t:.

In general, we cannot weaken the condition 6(G) > n -'L and still insure that
G e g^. If G is regular of degree n - 2, then it does not contain the star K,,,-',
and in the special case where G - mKn-, for some m, it contains no trees of
order n whatsoever. However, the condition 6(G)>n-2 implies a positive
result, provided that the special cases T - Kt.n-t and G : ftiK"-t are excluded'

2. I*t F be a forest of order n and let G be a graph which satisfies
6(G)> n-2. The\ unless F-Kt.n-r or G-tnK^t for some m, there exists
Lnmaa

o: V(F)--+V(G)

which is an embedding of F into G.

Pnoor'. If F has at least one isolated vertex, the result follows immediately
from Lemma 1 and the fact that G must have at least n vertices. Otherwise, and
if F consists of at least two components, we may add edges to F in such a way as
to obtain atree T* K,.,-,. Hence, we may consider only the case in which F is a
tree T and, if necessary, suppose that T* K,.,-,. The remainder of the proof is
divided into two cases.
Case l. L,(G)> n * 1,. Let u be a vertex of G which has degree at least
n - L. Let r be an end-vertex of T and let u Lre the vertex of I to which r is
adjacent. By Lemma 1, there exists a map r: VQ - x)-'> V(G) which is an
embedding of T-x into G and which satisfies r(u): u. Since deg(r.r)2fl-I,

R,
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there is a vertex y e No(o) which is not in the range of r. Extend r to o by
setting a(x): y and q = z otherwise. Then o is an embedding of ? into G.
Case 2. G is regular of degree n-2. Assume that G*tnK^-r and that
T* Kr..-r. Let x be an end-vertex of T and let ur be the vertex of I to which x
is adjacent. Since

in 7-x.

T*

Kr,n.1, there are vertices uzand us such that (21, uz,us)is a

G*mK^-r, there are vertices t)toz ztrd u: such that
G and ur is not adjacent to u3. By Lemma 1, there exists a
map r: VQ - x)--> V(G) which is an embedding of T - x into G and which
satisfies r(u')= o, for i :1,2,3. Since deg(or): n-2 and ur is not adjacent to
o3, there is a vertex y e N6(or) which is not in the range of r. Extend r to o by
setting o(x): y and o : r otherwise. Then o is an embedding of T into G. I
Suppose that G is a graph of order n which satisfies A(G): n - 1 and
5(G)> n- k.Then,it k >3 and no additional conditions are imposed, G will
not necessarily be panarboreal. However, as the next result shows, G will
path

Since

(Dr,ur, ur) is a path in

contain all trees which meet certain conditions.

Lrvnae

3. I*t

T be a tree of order n and let G be a graph of order n which
satisfies A(G): n - 7 and 6(G) > n - k. Then there exists an ernbedding of T
into G if any one of the following conditions is satisfied: (i) T has a talon of d,egree
at least k -1, (ii) n>2k and Thas a talon of degree k-2, (iii) Thas a set of
2(k -1) hairs, (iv) A(r)> 3k -S or n>2k and A(7):3k -6.
Suppose that T has a talon consisting of a center r which is
adjacent to end-vertic€S r1, x2,...,11-, and let T'= T-{xr,x2,...,xn-rl. Let ts
be a vertex of G having degree n - l. By Lemma 1, there is a map

Pnoor. (i)

r: V(T')--+ V(G) which is an embedding of I' into G and which satisfies
r(u): o. Then there are vertices !slt. ' .,!u-1 of G which are not in the range
of r. Now extend r to o by setting o(xi)= /i for i =1,2,,..,k -l and o = r
otherwise. Then o is an embedding of T into G. (ii) Suppose that 7 has a talon
consisting of a center u which is adjacent to end-vertic€S.r11 x2,-'.,xr-z and let

F:T-{u,xr,xz,"',x*-r}.

Then

F is a forest of order n -k+L.Let o be a

vertex of G having degree n - 1 and let H : G - t:. Since n > 2k, itfollows that
F* Kr.^-u znd H* rflKn-*. Now 6(11) > n - k - 1 and so, by Lemma 2, there
exists a map r: V(F)--+ V(,EI) which is an embedding of F into .E[. Then there
are vertices ! r, !r, ' ' ', !*-z of FI which are not in the range of r. Extend r to a by
setting o(u): o, o(x'): /r for i:1,2,"',k -2, and o: z otherwise. Then a
is an embedding of T into G. (iii) Set I : 2(k - 1) and suppose that T has a set of
hairs {xr, !rl, {xr,lr|"',{x,,!rl, where xbx2,"',x1 a;ra the end-vertices and
lrlz,' ' 't lr ?te the "follicle vertices." Let T' : T - {xr, x2t' ' ',x,}. BY Lemma L,
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r: V(T')"+ V(G) which is an embedding of T' into G. Let
ar,6tzt' ' ', a7 be the vertices of G which are not in the range of r and let
b, : r(y,)for i : 1,2,''',L Consider the bipartite graph with parts A and B and

there exists a map

edges {a;, btl e E(G). Each vertex of this bipartite graph has degree at least
k - 1 and it follows from Hall's theorem that there exists a complete matching.
Thus, by relabeling the vertices of A if necessary, we have {at,b,} e E(G) for

by setting o(x,): a, for i:1,2,"',1 and o: r
otherwise. Then o is an embedding of T into G. (iv) If A(T)>3k-5, then
either (i) or (iii) must be satisfied. If n >- 2k and A(7) = 3k - 6, then either (ii) or
I
(iii) must be satisfied.
For the purpose of having a convenient statement of the following lemma, it is
useful to have a few specialized terms. A linear forest is a forest in which each
tree is a path. We shall let L" denote any linear forest of order n. For n > 6, let
9^ denote any tree of order n which is obtained from K,,: by a sequence of
elementary subdivisions, subject to the condition that at most one edge of the
original K'., is left undivided. Forests of the form (i) F: L", (ii) F : {^ U Lo-^,
(iii) f - g^ l) g^-*, and (iv) F - {r U {^ U L^-,-^ will be referred to as typg l,
2, 3, and 4, respectively.

i = I,2, "

', /. Extend

r to o

Ler"mm 4. l*t G be a graph of order n which satisfies 6(G)> n-a. Q) If
n > 7 and F is any type I forest of order n, then there is an embedding of F into G.
(ii) If n > 8 and F is any type 2 forest of order n, then there is an embedding of F

into G. (iii) If n > 12 and F is eny type 3 or type 4 forest of order n, then there is an
embedding of F into G.

Pnoor. (i) Since n27,we

have

6(G)>-(n-

1)/2. Consequently,

G contains

a Hamiltonian path and so all linear forests. (ii) Since n28, we have 6(G)>
nlZ, which implies that G is Hamiltonian. Let a be a vertex of G and define a
permutation r: V(G)--> V(G) such that (o, r(u),r'(a),"',n"-'(u),u) is a
Hamiltonian cycle in G. Suppose that {^ consists of a vertex u of degree 3 and
three paths which emerge from u, of lengths a, b, and c. We may assume that
a = b = c. Consider the possibility of an embedding o of F into G in which
o(u):o. Observe that if u is adjacent to a'"*'(a), rr-o*l)(1s), rro*'(ts), or
n-'"*t(u) in G then such an embedding exists. Since deg Q:)>, -4, this will
certainly be the case if a / b. Suppose that a = b and note that the definition of
the {^ tree requires that a > 2. Further suppose that o is adjacent to neither
o"*'(o) nor o-t"*')(o). Observe that if u is adjacent to either r"*'(u) or
r-<"*')(o) in G then there is an embedding of F into G. In view of previously
mentioned facts, this condition can fail only if r"*"(a): n-<"+")(a), the latter
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being possible only when ,x is even. Hence, we may assume that for every vertex

u in the graph, o is adjacent to every other vertex in G

except rr"*'(u),
r-@*')(u), and rr"t'(rs).In particular, G contains all the two-chords, i.e. all edges
of the form {o, n'(r:)I.We may now construct an embedding of F into G as
follows. Set o(u): u and let the images of the two paths of length a and the
path of length c be (u, ,'(o),...,T'"(o)), (a,rrQs), o'(u),...,n'"-'(u)), and
(u, r-'(u),. ' ', r-'(o)), respectively. The remaining vertices are sequential on
the cycle and so there is an obvious embedding of the linear forest L"-^. (iit)
Since n >12, we certainly have D(G)>(n*1)12 and so G is Hamiltonianconnected. The result follows trivially if G is complete, so we may take two
non-adjacent vertices u and u in G and define a permutation rr: V(G)--+ V(G)
such that (u, rr(u), n'(u),' ' ', rr"-'(u) = u) is a Hamiltonian path in G. Suppose
that the tree 9r consists of a vertex x of degree 3 and three paths which emerge
from .x, of lengths a, b, and c. Similarly, suppose that {^ consists of a vertex y of
degree 3 and three paths which emerge from y, of lengths d, e, and /. Consider
the possibility of an embedding o of F into G in which o(x) : u and o(y): rs.
Without loss of generality, we assume that a < b = c and d < s = f.Theimage
of the path of length a from x is taken to be (u, n(u), . . ', ,o (u)).Similarly, the
image of the path of length d from y is taken to be (o, n-'(lt), - - ., n-o (u)). Note
that the remaining paths from x and y are of length at least two. Consider now
the embedding of the path of length b from x.lf u is adjacent in G to n"*'(u),
n-'o*')(ts), ,'""0)(u), or o-@*o)(a), then there is an embedding of the path of
length b such that the remaining vertices are sequential on the Hamiltonian
path. (Note that it is possible f.or rr@*o)(u) and r-@*o'(u) to be identical.) Since
6(G)> n-4 and u is not adjacent to u, one of the possibilities named must
occur. Exact repetition of this argument yields the embedding of the path of
length c from r and the paths of length e artd f from y. Now either all of the
vertices are used or the remaining vertices are sequential on the original
Hamiltonian path. Then, we clearly have an embedding of a forest of type 3 and
a forest of type 4,

respectively.

I

We are now prepared to prove the two main results which were quoted in the

Introduction.

1. I*t

G be a gruph of order n which satisfies A(G): n - 7. Then
G is panarboreal under any of the following conditions: (i) 6(G)>n-2, (ii)
n>5 and 6(G)= n-3, (iii) n>8 and 6(G)= n-4. Furthennore, the conditions on n giaen in (ii) and. (iii) canwt be weakened.
Trmonprra

Pnoor.

(i) This result was proved in Case 1 of the proof of Lemma 2. (ii) It is
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of n :5 separately, and lor n> 6 the result follows from
part (ii) of Lemma 3. The fact that the bound ru > 5 is best possible is shown be
the example of G: K,.., which does not contain T: Pt (Fig. 1a). (iii) Suppose
that G satisfles the stated conditions and that it does not contain a certain ttee T.
In view of Lemma 3, T has no talon of degree 2 and no set of 6 hairs.
Consequently, 7 has at most 5 end-vertices. It follows that T may be derived
from one of the seven trees shown in Fig. 2 by means of a sequence of
elementary subdivisions, subject to the restriction that there can be no talon of
degree 2 in T. Let u be a vertex of degree n - I in G and let ,E[ = G - u. We
claim that, in all cases, there exists a vertex x il T such that F : T - x is a forest
of type 1,2,3, or 4, and that the relevant hypotheses of Lemma 4 are satisfied by
the graph H and the forest F. Rather than listing in detail the various cases, we
leave it to the reader to verify that our claim is correct. Thus, there is a map
r: V(F)--> V(F/) which is an embedding of F into Il, and by setting o(x)= u
and or : r otherwise we have an embedding of T into G. The fact that the bound
n > 8 is best possible is shown by the example of the graph G - Ko' K" [5, p. 95],
easy to check the case

a

which does not contain the

{ttree

shown in Fig.

1b.

1

,,,--.--.-.
G

T
b

Fig.

1

I
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/\./\r

Fig. Z

Ideally, we would continue the process begun in Theorem 1 and, for each
k = 3, determine a sharp bound n f(k)such that the conditions A(G) : n - I
=
and 6(G) 2 n - k, together with n f(k)imply that G is panarboreal. At this
=
point, it appears that in order to obtain
such sharp results the arguments must
become progressively more complicated. consequentry, we now abandon sharpness in favor of generality.

Trmonsr,r2. With k >3 andn> Qk - 6)(k - t)+Z,let G be a graph of order
nwhich satisfies A(G): n-l and 6(G)> n-k. Then G is paharboreal.

Pnoor. suppose, to the contrary, that G is a graph which satisfies the
of the theorem and that T is a tree of order n which admits no
embedding into G. The conditions on k and ru imply that n > 2k. Thus, by
Lemma 3, we know that A(T) <3k - 7. By LemmaZ,we may assume that there
exists a subtree T' of order at least n - k + 3 with the following characteristic.
There exists no embedding of 7'into G, but there does exist an embedding r of
hypotheses

T"

: T'- w into G, where w is any end-vertex

star follows from the degree restriction on

of 7,. (The fact that T,,is not a
T and the conditions imposed on k

tt
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and n.) Let z be the vertex of 7'to which w is adjacent and let u be a vertex of
(i which is not in the range of r. Consider the consequenees if there exists a
vertex x at T" such that (i) r(r) is adjacent to r(z),and (ii) rIN,.(x)lG Nc(a). If
(i) and (ii) hold simultaneously, extend r to o by setting c(x)= u, o(w): r(xl,
and r = t otherwise, Then o yields an embedding of T' into C, contrary to our
hypothesis that no such embedding exists. Therefore, we must assume that if (i)
holds, then (ii) does not hold. Let X denote the set of all vertices of I" such that
(i) holds, and observe that lXl=(, - 1)-(k - l)= n - k. Let Y denote the set
of all vertices y e y((i) such that y is in the range of r any y is not adjacent ta il
in d. The fact that (ii) fails for every vertex x € X allows us to introduce a map
$: X.+ Y in which 0U)= y implies that r''(y) is adjacent to "r in T". In view

of the fact ihat
I

f

n>(3k-6)(k-l)+2,

we find that

lXl>(3k -7)(k -

1)+

l,

whereas f ff St-1, Consequently, there is a vertex y such that z'(y) is
adjacent in T" to 3k * 6 vertices of X. Thus we have arrived at a contradiction,
since it was previously assumed that A(I) <3k - 7.
I

4. Questlons
The most obvious question to emerge directly from this work concerns the
extent to which the condition n2(3k*6)(k"l)+2 of Theorem 2 can be
weakened. In particular, does there exist a constant c such that n > ek,
A(6)= n - 1, and 6(C)> n-k imply that 0 is panarboreal?
Aside from the result of Chung and Graham [2], a paper of Nebesky [6], and
the present work, it appears that little is known about panarborealgraphs. There
are a great many unsolved probtems concerning this class of grafhs.
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